Abstract| A variable dimension VQ (VDVQ) has codewords of unequal dimensions. Here a trellis-based sequential optimal VDVQ encoding algorithm is proposed. Also, a VDVQ codebook design algorithm based on splitting a node with equal or reduced dimensions is proposed, that does not require any codebook parameter to be pre-speci ed unlike known schemes. The VDVQ system is shown to outperform a few known VQ systems for AR(1) sources.
I. Introduction
A conventional Vector Quantizer (VQ) 1] uses a xed dimension for every codeword (hence, every input vector). On the other hand, all codewords of a Variable Dimension VQ (VDVQ) do not have the same dimension. A VDVQ system may only improve the performance due to its generality. Further, a VDVQ system possesses the advantages of a variable rate coder such as better instantaneous distortion values.
Most attempts to use variable dimensions in VQ 2-5] are limited to systems that adapt to instantaneous input statistics to choose the dimension, not addressing the VDVQ encoding and codebook design issue as a whole. Optimal VDVQ encoding should involve parsing the input sequence and nearest neighbor search. Though the dictionary-based lossy coder of 6, 7] encodes from a variable dimension codebook (dictionary), it does not explicitly address this issue since the encoder aims at nding the maximum dimensional match not exceeding certain distortion threshold. This coder does not require a codebook design either. VDVQ coders addressing the optimal encoding and codebook design may be found in [8] [9] [10] . The vector dimension in 9] is xed, while the supervector dimension is variable which necessitates optimal parsing during encoding.
II. Trellis-based VDVQ Encoding
Given a codebook containing N codewords of varying dimensions belonging to the set K = fk min ; ; k max g, optimal VDVQ encoding achieves a parsing of the input samples together with a matching of input vectors to codewords, such as to minimize a cost function D+ R between the input samples and the output samples. D denotes the total distortion (mse) and R is the total rate (bits). We present a sequential (delayed-decision) optimal VDVQ encoding algorithm using the Viterbi trellis, or dynamic programming.
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If g is the greatest common divisor of K, g = gcdfk : k 2 Kg
(1) then an input sequence cannot be coded entirely unless the number of samples is a multiple of g. Consequently we only need to consider g samples at a time. During an intermediate stage of encoding when a multiple of g samples are received, these may be parsed in the following ways: the partitions consist of an integral number of vectors (complete partitions, degree of incompleteness 0); last g samples are not yet part of any vector|it is to be combined with future samples to form a vector (incomplete partitions, degree of incompleteness g); last 2g samples are incomplete and the cost is also copied. Since a number of paths converge at degree 0, one full search of the codebook is performed at each stage to determine the minimum cost path, (5) where c n are the codewords with dimensions k n and index lengths r n , x(k) are k most recent input samples, D(; ) is the (total) distortion measure, and ? denotes concatenation. At any stage, if the rst part of all retained paths is found to be identical, then that part is decided (corresponding indices transmitted). At the end of an input sequence, the degree 0 path is decided as the optimal path. While the encoding delay for this algorithm is observed to be acceptable (e.g., maximum 13 samples for k max = 5), a suboptimal xed-delay encoding algorithm is obtained if a decision is forced (by majority) on the past sequence that is more than a given number of samples away.
The trellis-based VDVQ encoding proposed here is more e cient than the variable-to-variable VQ (VVVQ) encoding of 8] (which is also used in 9]) in two ways. Since the examples of 8] has g = 1, the role of g is not exploited and one full search is required for every sample. Since the proposed algorithm requires one full search for every g samples, it provides an advantage when g > 1. Second, the VVVQ encoding is done by backtracking after the entire input sequence is obtained, essentially meaning in nite delay. The proposed trellis structure allows sequential encoding since a decision is possible for the remote past.
III. Split-based VDVQ Codebook Design
Tree growing involving splitting a node that produces a minimum distortion to rate slope 11] is extended here to design a VDVQ codebook. Inputs to the algorithm are the maximumdimension k 0 max and the minimumdimension k 0 min . The tree begins with a single codeword of dimension k 0 max . During the jth iteration, a leaf of the tree will be split. Besides conventional splitting, we consider splitting a codeword of dimension k into two codewords of reduced 
The split producing a minimum slope is accepted. The algorithm is terminated once some termination condition (maximumrate, or minimumdistortion, or maximumnumber of codewords) is reached. Like tree growing, this algorithm is greedy, since at each stage we try to pick the best alternative. However, it is expected to perform better than GLA. While conventional GLA iterates on N codewords, a TSVQ-like variation of GLA known as split algorithm iterates on 2 0 ; 2 1 ; 2 2 ; ::: codewords in stages. The split algorithm is known to perform better than GLA in avoiding local minima. One would expect a variation of GLA, that splits one node at a time and iterates on 1,2,3,4,... codewords in stages, to perform even better. The proposed algorithm does just that. Each stage, however, converges fast since only one codeword (from a converged codebook) is split. For example, for N = 64 the proposed VDVQ codebook design (63 stages) took slightly more than 7 times what is taken by GLA using split algorithm (6 stages).
The proposed codebook design approach signi cantly di ers from other known VDVQ codebook designs. Most existing schemes segment the codebook into equal dimensional parts, and design each segment independently.
VVVQ, while following this principle for the initial codebook, runs GLA on the entire codebook eventually. All these schemes either require a priori knowledge about the signal for designing the segmented codebooks, or require deciding some criteria (for classi cation) or parameters (such as, the allowed dimensions and the number of codewords for each dimension in VVVQ) a priori using ad-hoc techniques. It is intuitively more appealing to let the training sequence choose any such parameter. The proposed algorithm achieves this, since the nal values of k max k 0 max and k min k 0 min , as well as the number of codewords for each dimension, are decided by the training sequence.
IV. Results and Conclusions
The performance of the proposed VDVQ system has been compared with the pruned tree structured VQ (PTSVQ), entropy constrained VQ (ECVQ), and VVVQ, for identical training sequences. The cost function for the VDVQ is taken as D (i.e., = 0). For fair comparison with other schemes, each of which uses variable-length code, the VDVQ codeword indices are entropy coded when its performance is measured (but not during codebook design).
Figures 2 and 3 compare the rate-distortion performance of these systems for AR(1) source with = 0:9 and 0.7 ( 2 = 1). VDVQ outperforms all other systems in Figure  2 . Its performance is only matched by VVVQ in Figure  3 , but VDVQ has lower complexity and smaller number of codewords than VVVQ. Table 1 shows the dimension, codebook size, and the number of distortion computations per sample for all systems for both gures. The parameters for each system is chosen such that the (average) dimensions of all systems are nearly equal. For each point in the gures, the parameters of Table 1 are averaged over the training sequence. For each curve, the minimum, average, and maximum value of each parameter is shown. It is observed that VDVQ encoding is more complex than only PTSVQ, which has a logN complexity. Other details about the simulation are: VDVQ k 0 max =4 ( =0.9) and 5 ( =0.7), k 0 min =0; VVVQ has 11, 11, and 10 codewords of dimension 1, 2, and 3; PTSVQ uses recursive optimal pruning from a grown tree at the maximum rate; to obtain points for higher rates, N for ECVQ and maximum N for PTSVQ are chosen large.
In this paper, a sequential optimal VDVQ encoding algorithm based on a trellis has been proposed, which is more suitable for implementation than the known VVVQ encoding. Also, a VDVQ codebook design algorithm based on tree growing has been proposed, which automaticallydetermines the dimensions and the number of codewords for each dimension unlike the known schemes. For AR(1) sources the proposed VDVQ system performs better than PTSVQ, ECVQ (both xed-dimension) and VVVQ (VDVQ). The VDVQ performance may be further improved by taking D + R as the cost function.
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